























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Way to the Absolute Equality
 in our Socialization
TAKASAWA, Isamu
　The　aim　of　this　paper　is　to　krlow　the　way　to　the　absolute　equality　in
our　socialization．The　conclusion　of　this　study　is　the　following．　The
essence　of　human　is　an　elelnentary　particle　or　the　only　one　energy　of
vacuum　or　a　neutrino．　It　is　not　a　creature．　It　is　a　sort　and　a　single　one．
By　know　this，we　can　know　the　absolute　equality　in　our　socialization，
Because，　if　the　essence　of　human　is　an　elementary　particle　or　the　only
one　energy　of　vacuum　or　a　neutrino　and　it　is　not　a　creature　and　it　is　a
sort　and　a　single　one，　it　is　the　same　thing　of　all　the　essence　of　all　living
things　in　the　universe，　and　it　is　the　same　thing　of　all　the　essence　of　all
matters　in　the　universe．　Therefore，if　we　know　this，we　know　that　all
human　and　all　living　things　and　all　matters　are　the　absolute　equality　in
the　universe．
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